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COMPANY PROFILE 

Form as freedom. 

Color as inspiration. 

Detail as audacity. 

Founded in 2018, from the idea of two sisters Eleonora and Claudia Streppa, DSG is a brand created to offer Millennials 

and Gen-Zs an eclectic yet polished style, combining urban and couture vibes. Thanks to the versatility of its creations 

and the types of materials used, DSG aims at being a chic, contemporary brand that allows the wearers to express 

themselves to the fullest.  

DSG’s customers love wearing glamorous, sexy and fun clothes; they want to create their own outfits and dress 

comfortably. DSG’s creations can be mixed and matched interchangeably to adapt to many different occasions.  

 DSG defines itself as an “image creator”, always different, always on point, not limited by mainstream trends. 

The versatility of its pieces and the possibility to create outfits with a strong personality make DSG an ideal partner for 

those who want to interpret fashion in an original way, focusing on combining fashion and comfort. 

DSG is a no-gender, non-conformist, and revolutionary brand, fighting against all discrimination and supporting freedom 

of expression.  

Clothes become a way to communicate, to take care of one’s wellbeing and even to care for the environment. 

DSG uses natural fabrics to create its garments, focusing on optimizing the cutting phase by using modern and high-

performance equipment to minimize production waste. 

Any scraps are upcycled for a different supply chain and used to produce paper, thus creating a virtuous cycle. 

The brand ensures its sustainability by carefully selecting its suppliers, who must have suitable characteristics in order for 

DSG to be recognized as an example of circular economy. 

Everything is made in Italy, from the design to the choice of materials, up to the production and finishing phase of all the 

garments.  

In addition to clothing, DSG also offers accessories, especially bags and shoes to complement its garments and enhance 

the glamorous style that characterizes the brand.  

DSG has chosen a “smile” as the iconic element of the brand – a logo that emphasizes its fresh and fun style, indicating 

freedom, versatility, and originality as well as quality, progress and care for the people and the environment 

 



DON’T BE TRIVIAL, BE BOLD! 

DSG is not only a brand, but it's also a message. Born into the fashion world as 

'outsider', it adopts an impactful name to underline the need of the stylist to tell the 

audience his thoughts on the actuality, characterised by general malaise, standar- 

disation and by a crisis of values. The target is the so called 'millennial generation'  

strongly related to the social media world: an environment full of inspirational sour- 

ces and, at the same time, a trap of massification, which needs a new voice, encoura- 

ging not to be banal but rather daring. A free release of our own creativity, a push in 

being always ourselves. 

DSG is the brand which speaks to the new generations, expressing a feeling of  

repulsion to some sides of the society by elaborating different scenarios, such as 

clubbing and sports, and meanwhile by moving away from those misleading current 

of thoughts. 

The 'smile', its distinctive sign, shows clearly the funny aspect of the brand: a revisited 

'D' that is a synonymous of freedom, progress and hope  

The top step of the podium is occupied by the Made in Italy, starting point of varied 

collections with colors and shapes, inspired by streetwear, which exploit past and 

actual trends through audacious cuts, dare pairings and innovative design. 

Form as freedom. 

Color as inspiration. 

Detail as audacity. 







DSG Spring/Summer 2019 

"BURN BABY BURN" 

Acid Colors, Fabrics Mix&Match and modern Shapes are the three standout themes 

that took a main role in this Spring/Summer Edition. 

DSG also for this season wants to introduce itself as an Outsider in this 

conventional world of fashion but still selecting, mixing and proposing ideas, con- 

cepts and suggestions that come from different realities of the New MilleniuMm; 

from music to dance, from sport to clubbing but still winking to the coolest stre- 

et-wear of the moment. 

A Unisex wardrobe for a generation that makes the #NoGender its own reference 

hashtag: bold colors both on fabrics and prints, cotton and jersey mixed with techin- 

cal fabrics like lycra and nylon, soft fit opposed to more skin-tight shapes, transpa- 

rencies, research on details and 100% Made in Italy production; everything to create 

a unique and different item. 

DSG wants to be a message to create a community of people that wants to 

look different from what the Fashion universe offers nowadays. 

Form as freedom. 

Color as Inspiration. 

Detail as audacity. 





DSG Fall/Winter 2019 

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO 

MONKEY SEE MONKEY DO - a pidgin style saying in the American culture, is the 

source of inspiration fo all the DSG collection. It is characterized by a criti- 

cal position towards the New Generation attitude to imitate and copy a style without 

understanding why or being able to build a proper identity. 

The brand promotes once again its message of rebellion but also encouragement, 

exhorting all the Millennials of being unconventional, bold and proud of being dif - 

ferent and express their own thoughts, their character without trying to be anyone 

else. 

This FW19 Collection, dedicated to everybody who love to create a personal style, is  

inspired by the late 80’s and early 90’s hip-hop and rap panorama, reviewing all the 

stylistic codes of a generation that overturned the fashion key points adapting them 

in a contemporary way: unusual fabrics and colors, mix&matches, patches, strass, 

eco-furs with embedded logo alongside a capsule collection made on a flocking 

camouflage twill. 

The choice of the Mandrill face, dued to its reputation in the massive culture, under- 

lines the message of the collection without replacing the iconic Smile Logo that is  

still the identification symbol of the brand. 

DSG doesn’t follow a Trend but it’s Trendy! 

Monkey see, monkey do 

Don't ever make the first move 

Just let 'em come to you 

Cause they gon always see and do 

What the other one do 

-Eminem, Straight from the Lab- 







 
 
 
 

REPLY WITH SMILE  
SPRING’ 21 

  
Rebellious and revolutionary, for the realization of the SS21 

collection,DSG puts aside its ideals and focuses on the issue 

related to the important "CHANGE" of the way of life and with the 

motto "REPLY WITH SMILE" invites to respond smiling. The 

smile, iconic symbol of the brand, becomes a distinguishing 

feature of the chain print strength of SS21 collection. To celebrate 

rebirth and determination, DSG introduces the representation of 

the ox adorned with spring flowers. Considered sacred and 

symbol of the energy of the cosmos, this year the ox, will be even 

the protagonist of the CHINESE NEW YEAR. The men’s and 

women’s collections, entirely MADE IN ITALY, are characterized 

by the research of fabrics, the attention to detail and the presence 

of genderless garments..The result is a contemporary, original 

and versatile style for unconventional people. 

 











DSG WORLD 
INFLUENCERS 

@andysuryandi 

@therealhunzigram 

@chadiaarodriguez 

@vittoriahyde @leyoanne 

@leodonatellaofficial 

@giulia_scotti 

@dasha.kina 

@tinabaffy 

@anamoyacalzado 

@elettramiuralamborghini 



@lucettevanbeek 

@deborah_bruno 

@arturdainese 

@paola_bet 

@joaquinmorodo @ridthesizzler_ 

@harrywallac.e 

@stevenlivingroom 

@arianna_lagrazia 

@feferigon 

@chiaracarcano 

@danyronca 

@zoe_cristofoli 



DSG WORLD 
MUSIC & VIDEO 

@elisacalogiuriofficial 

@aliceolivarimusic 

@j.axofficial 

@fontiofficial @labenoms 

@elisacalogiuriofficial 

@federicomega_ 

@beb.ounce 

@chadiaarodriguez 

@fontiofficial 

@argentinasbabygirl 

@fvckinglionel 



EDITORIAL 
POSH MAGAZINE 



EDITORIAL 
VOGUE MAGAZINE 



EDITORIAL 
PRIMPY MAGAZINE 





EDITORIAL 
FASHION MAGAZINE 



EDITORIAL 
VOGUE MAGAZINE 



EDITORIAL 
DRY MAGAZINE 





DISTRIBUTION 

BOUTIQUE CIPRIANI I WARSAW I POLAND SKLEPT EVITA I INOWROCLAW I POLAND 

PERSONA GRATA I TULA I RUSSIA ONEGROUP I KIEV I UKRAINE Q BOUTIQUE 

I NABEREZHNYE CHELNY I RUSSIA PAGLIONECALZATURE I MANFREDONIA I ITALY 

CLASS STORE I MODICA I ITALY MISSIS TI PRATO I ITALY A&P GRIFFE I NAPOLI I ITALY 

AURORAFASHION I MARINA DI CARRARA I ITALY XINDI FASHION BOUTIQUE 

I CHENGDOU I CHINA FASHIONTOWN I X'IAN I CHINA I MOLIERA I VARSAVIA I ELEINS 

BOUTIQUE / PIREO I MAJID AL FUTTAIM FASHION DUBAI I DIN DIN CHANGSHU 

 I JUST LADY RUSSIA ! VILLA MODA / UBZEKISTAN ! LUXUS FASH/KAZAKHISTAN ! OBLIC / 

RUSSIA ! O&E INTL FASHION / CHINA  



CONTACT DETAILS 

DISTRIBUTION & PR 

www.dsgdisgusto.com 

info@dsgdisgusto.com 

dsg_disgusto 

dsg#disgusto 

Showroon_Montenapoleone 5 

Via Montenapoleone, 5 20121 Milano 

+39 02 762 809 50 

+39 346 776 58 23 

showroom@montenapoleonecinque.com 

www.montenapoleone5.com 

New opening 2021 
China 



CONTACT DETAILS 

DISTRIBUTION & PR 

www.dsgstreetwear.com 

info@dsgstreetwear.com 

dsg_streetwear 

dsgstreetwear 

Showroom  

Via Sidney Sonnino 5 – Civitanova Marche (MC) 

+39 348 2817365 

commerciale@dsgstreetwear.com 


